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CHANGES IN MESH SIZES OF COD-END NATTING OF TRAWLS 

USED BY THE TRAWLERS TYPE B-18 DURING THEIR EXPLOITATION 

ZMIANY PRZESWITU OCZEK W JADR.ZE WORKOW WLOKOW 

UZYWANYCH NA TRAWLERACH B-18 W CZASIE ICH EK3PLOATACJI · 

Institute of Mru:ine Resources Exploitation 

The present paper describes studies on changes in mesh 
sizes of the cod-end netting of trawls used by the B-18 type 
freezing trawlers belonging to the Deep Sea Fisheries Com
pany (PPDiUR) ,,Odra" in Swinoujscie. 

Measurements of the mesh sizes were taken from 
6 cod-ends of bottom and pelagic trawlers, using a Polish 
Longitudinal-forse mesh gauge. 

H was shown that a significant increase of mesh sizes in 
the trawl cod-ends occurred during the trawl exploitation. 

Meshes of the upper part of trawls subjected to the greater 
defonm.c1ons. Detailed results of investigations are given in 
Table 2 and 3. 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies on the trawl selectivity are of special importance in view of a predominating 

role of this type of gear in fisheries. When investigating the fish behaviour in the trawl 

operation area, it is generally accepted that their selection is accomplished mainly in the 

cod-end. Thus, because of a smaller tendency of fish to pass through the meshes in the 

other parts of a trawl, the minimum mesh sizes are determined chiefly for the cod-ends. 
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Operating a fishing gear with a mini.mum mesh size allowed is one of methods of 

fisheries protection. Prolonged and frequently very significant tensions which occur 

during the trawl exploitation result in the dimensional deformations of the netting. 

A change in the mesh sizes seems to be one of them. It may cause a fishing gear deforma

tion, thus lowering its efficiency; on the other hand, the mesh size is a decisive factor as 

far as the size and amount of fishes caught are concerned. Mesh sizes greater than those 

recommended by the documents (the convention regulations) should be discouraged, 

since they cause the gear selectivity greater than required by the protection regulations 

and in turn it leads to the smaller catches. 

It turns out that the net materials used are rarely characterized by the constant mesh 

sizes and stability. The seawater and exploitation conditions tend to deform meshes to 

the great extent. The magnitude of these deformations depends upon .a kind of the net 

material, gear and the netting final treatment technology; besides it is related to t.he 

magnitude of tension and its durance. The wide variety of materials used in trawls 

production and various methods of their final treatment act in favour of continuous 

studies on the changes in mechanical and exploitational properties of nettings during their 

use. Discrepancies in observations of various authors seem to increase the need of such 

studies. CLARK (1963) reports that after 190 hours of towing a polyamide trawl netting 

increases its mesh sizes by 8%. 

According to the RICHERT 's results (1968) the cod-end mesh sizes increased by 

4-11 % due to the exploitation. On the other hand, however, results obtained by

BRANDT (1963) and those of the investigations carried out by the Deep Sea Fisheries

Company (further referred to as PPDiUR) ,,Odra" indicated a decrease in the mesh size

caused by the trawl exploitation.

Under these circumstances it is of a great importance, from the standpoint of the 

proper exploitation of gear, that changes in the mesh sizes of the steelon bottom and 

pelagic trawls, finally treated according to the Polish technology, are determined in 

relation to the trawl exploitation time. 

METHOD 

a) Place and time of investigations

The investigations were carried out during two fishing cruises of the B-18 type freezing

trawlers. During the first cruise the investigations were carried out from m/t ,,Orka" 

operating in Georges Bank and a few adjacent fishing grounds from July till Septem

ber 1970. During the second cruise the measurements were made on board of m/t 

,,Sejwal" from March till May 1971. This vessel operated in the New York, Delaware and 

Chesapeake fishing grounds. 



Table 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF NETTING USED FOR THE INVESTIGATE COD-ENDS MANUFACTURING 

Bottom trawl Pelagic trawl Pelagic trawl Pelagic trawl Pelagic trawl Pelagic trawl 
Trawl 33/37 39/70x37 /50 59/88x53/66 64/112x59/92 64/112x59/92 75/115 

Twine characteristics 

Element double double double double double double 

JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR</> 2mm=l=25 
!:i

" 

Cod-end, 1 st segment 

Cod-end, 2 nd segment JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR</>2 mm=l=25 ;. 

i;s· 

Cod-end, 3 rd segment JR </> 2 mm =1=25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =I= 25 JR </> 2 mm =1=25 r· 

Cover, 1. st segment JR</>3,5 mm=l=50 JR </>3,5 mm =1=50 JR </> 3,5 mm =I= 50JR </> 3,5 mm =I= 50 JR </> 3,5 mm =I= 50 JR </>3,5.mm =1=50 

Cover, 2 nd segment JR</>3,5 mm=l=50 JR </> 3,5 mm =1=50 JR <p 3,5 mm =/=50 JR <p 3,5 mm =1= 50 JR </> 3,5 mm =I= 50 JR </> 3,5 mm=I= 50 

Cover, 3 rd segment JR</)3,5 mm=/=50 JR </> 3,5 mm =1=50 JR </> 3,5 mm =/=50 JR </>3,5 mm =1=50 JR<p3,5mm=l=50 JR<p3,5mm=l=50 
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b) Materials

The investigations were carried out with steelon cod-ends of pelagic and bottom trawls
employed by the B-18 trawlers belonging to PPDiUR ,,Odra". Nettings forg the cod-ends 
were manufactured in the Olsztyn Net Materials Factory in Korsze. The characteristics of 
materials used for the cod-ends examined are given in Table 1. 

c) Procedure of measuring

The mesh size was measured with a Polish Longitudinal-force mesh gauge. This gauge
allows a 1 mm accuracy of measurements, and a pre-tension may be controlled within 
a range of 1-5 kG. The measurements of the mesh sizes were taken for the cod-end as 
this segment of the gear was accepting the greatest tensions during the exploitation. The 
measurements were taken at a distance of 1,8-2 ,0 m and 4,8-5 ,0 m from the cod-end 
point. They were taken separately for the upper and lower parts of netting because of 
changes occurring in tensions in these elements, especially when hauling the catch up the 
stern slip. 

Each time 30--60 meshes were measured in a following way: at first the mesh sizes 
were measured for a trawl before its use in a dry (during the both cruises) and a wet state, 
the latter resulted from soaking in water. Subsequent measurements were made for these 
trawls after the first haul and then after 5, 10, 25, 50 hours approximately in 25 hours 
intervals. The measurements were taken immediately after emptying the cod-ends. During 
the two cruises the changes of 6 exploited trawls cod·ends were being recorded. 

As a whole there were 420 groups of measurements, what made 21 thousands of single 
mesh sizes measurements. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained through the mesh size measurements of 
6 trawl cod-ends taken during the two cruises of m/t ,,Orka" anq_ m/t ,,Sejwal". For 
a better intfrpretation of results, changes in the mesh sizes are expressed as percentages 
assuming that the mesh size measured in a dry state before use amounts to 100%. 

Data contained in Tables 2 and 3 indicate a similar character of changes in the mesh 
sizes of the six cod-ends analysed. The water action induces an increase in the mesh size, 
the increase in the wet mesh against the dry ones ranging from 1,57 to 2,22%. The 
anisotrope has much to do with these changes as well as the easier contracting of loose 
knots on wet. The anisotrope phenomenon gives rise to a poly amide fibres elongation { on 
wet) by 1-1,2% (ROSNER, 1968). It enables the netting yarn to shift in a knot even if 
tensions are small. 

The magnitude of a wet netting yarn deformation (a net material is concerned here as 
well) against a dry one depends to a great extent upon a kind of fibr, orientation of its 
macromolecules, its final treatment and a netting yam structure. According to the data 



Changes in mesh opening of codends during trawling 
Table 2 

\'11!,� Trawl Me:;isured part of codend Nominml Medt opening Time of trawling (houeu) Remarks 
'" netting; lnz.eof in ,odend nett-

mesh bar ing before using 
275 300 325 350 thtl trawe 10 25 50 15 100 125 150 115 200 225 250 

Trawling time 
d,y wet Mesh opening (mm) 
mm 

.N,70X.l'iliSO Up�r hal� 1.8 .. 2m 25 45.SO 47.09 48.39 49.40 Trawling lime 32 t,rs 

lower h11Jf l,8-2m 2S 45.SO 46.70 48.00 48.80 Haulings II 

Upper half 4.8 -5 m 25 45.SO 47.00 47.70 48.30 Catch 1331om; 
:.., 

� 
Lower half 4.8 - Sm 25 45.50 46.81 47.49 48.00 

33/37 Upper half 1.8 ·-2m 25 47.60 SO.St\ Sl.45 52.15 53.JS S4..38 SS:12 SS.?.O SS.IS 55.42 56.30 Traw ling time :!15hn 

! Lower h;lf 1.8 -2m 25 47.60 50.16 S0.27 51.35 51.95 52.SS 53.46 53.SS 54.00 �.04 54.35 Haulings 82 

� Upper hair 4.8 Sm 25 47.60 50.17 50.15 51,63 52.50 53.35 S3.SO 53.10 54.60 55.00 SS.44 C�tch - 269 tons 

� Lower half ... Sm 25 47.60 49.98 50.21 51.40 51.90 .. 52.65 53.20 53.60 54.10 54.42 54.88 

5<.J/Xf.lX5J/t,t, Upper half 1.8 - 2 m 25 41.30 50.24 S0.97 SI.SO 52.00 52.19 52.12 52.90 SI.IO 54.35 54.58 SS.Oil SS.08 55.40 55.60 55.80 56.48 Trawling time 359hrs s· 
Lower half 1.8 2m 25 47.30 49.73 49.84 49.84 SO.OS 50.45 50.62 Si.10 51.70 52.15 52.60 52.92 SJ.00 53.10 S3.70 54.48 54.49 Haulings - 102 9 
Upper half 4.8 Sm 25 47.30 50.72 50.90 51.40 51.84 52.07 52.40 52.60 S3.07 S3.Si 54.00 54.55 54.58 SS.30 

.. 
SS.BO 56.54 56.80 Catch 616 Ions � 

Lower half 4.8 Sm 25 47.30 49.20 49.45 50.08 50.39 50.70 51.08 51.57 51.90 52.23 52.60 53.08 53.28 54.00 54.70 54.95 55.53 �-

64/1 l!X5()fq2 Upper half 1.8 2m 20 39.60 40.40 41.80 42.30 42.68 43.20 43.SS 43.80 43.18 44.58 44.80 45.05 45.30 45.JS 45.55 45.55 45.60 Trawling time ,J29hn r 
Lowe, half 1.8 2m 20 39.60 40.40 41.40 41.90 42.35 42.60 42.80 43.0S 43.55 U65 43.85 44.10 44.30 44.38 44.46 44.55 44.58 Haulings . "" 

� Upper half 4.8 Sm 20 39.60 40.40 41.50 41.80 42.50 42.80 43.11 43.20 43.62 43.86 44.27 44.45 44.60 44.60 44.85 44.05 45.IO C1.1tch 820 tons 

lower half 4.H Sm 20 39.60 40.40 41.30 '41.60 42.i5 42.40 42.55 42.BO 43.07 43.36 43.63 43.82 43.95 44.0S 44.25 44.40 44.50 

M/111XSQ/IJ� Upper half 1.8 2m 25 54.65 SS.SS 57.03 57.IO 57.30 57.73 58.20 58.30 58.42 S8.75 59.20 59.25 59.30 59.40 Trawling time · 27:?hrs 

Lower half 1.8 2m 25 S4,6S SS.SS 56.75 56.85 56.88 57.10 57.18 57.19 57.JS "57.44 57.53 57.70 57.80 58.05 Haulings - 14 

� Upper half 4.8 Sm 25 54.65 SS.SS 56.68 56.70 S7.15 57.23 51.SI 57.60 51.80 57.85 58.IO 58.13 58.30 58.40 Catch 963 tons 
.'i 

Lower half 4.8 Sm 25 54.65 SS.SS 56.28 56.65 57.00 57.04 57.24 57.20 57.30 S7.45 57.SS S7.56 57.70 57.70 

77 115 Upper half 1.8 - 2m 25 54.10 54.95 SS.80 56.10 56.58 57.60 S8.35 58.40 SB.74 58.86 59.35 Tnnvlif18 time 17$hrs 

Lower half 1.8- :?m 25 54.10 54.95 SS.70 56.00 56.50 57.00 57.50 57.90 58.05 58.10 58.30 Haulings - 61 

Upper half 4.8 - 5 m 25 54.10 54.9S SS.68 55.98 56.40 S7.20 57.63 57.96 58.25 58.S4 58.93 Catch - 8J6'1ons 

LowerMlf 4.8 - Sm 2S S4.IO 54.9S 55.S6 56.00 56.20 S6.65 57.35 57.70 57.85 57.88 58.02 ..... 
'W 



Percent changes in mesh opening of codends during trawling (in relation to mesh opening in dry condition before using) 
.i:,. 

Melh opening In Time of trawling (honer) 
codend nelting be· 

Trawl Measured part of codend fore using the trawe 
netting (p:rcent) 10 2S so 75 100 125 ISO 175 200 225 250 '!75 JOO J.:!5 .l50 

dty ... , Mesh opening in percent in relation to mah opening in dry conditioat 

39/70X31J/SO Upper half 1.8-2m JOO 104.85 106.82 109.30 

Lower half J.8-2m 100 102.61 104.84 JOB.JO 

Upper half 4.8-Sm 100 103.28 104.96 106.7S 

Lower half 4.8-Sm JOO 102.87 104.71 106.SB 

.1.1/.17 Upp,r half J.8-2m 100 106.66 108.10 109.00 113.00 114.80 IJS.70 116,SO IIS.00 117.20 117.75 
:-' 

Lower half J.8-2m 100 !OS.Ml IOS.60 108.20 109.0S 110.70 112.20 112.SO 113.40 114.00 114.05 v.,, 

Upper half 4.8-Sm JOO IOS.39 106.61 108.l;a() 110.SO 112.10 ll2A3 113.00 114.00 116.40 117.40 
:.J 

Lower half 4.8-Sm 100 104.83 IDS.SO 107.60 109.20 111.20 112.00 112.SO 114.00 115.00 116.iO �: 
Si)/!UIXSJ/66 Uppiirluilf l.8-2m 100 106.05 107.S3 108.64 109.75 110.09 109.95 ill.SO 113.85 114.SO 114.49 116.00 116.20 116.00 117.10 117.70 !l�.IO :: 

lower half l.8-2m 100 ]04.92 IOS.14 IOS.13 105.60 106.43 106.00 107.50 109.00 109.50 110.13 111.67 111.114 111.40 11.1.50 11�.80 114.90 ::l:: 

Upper hi.If 4.8-5 m 100 107.00 107.38 108.43 109.36 109.SS IIO.S4 lli.00 111.90 113.00 113.67 IIS.10 115.80 117.00 17•.20 119.:!5 119.00 

Lower half 4.8-Sm 100 103.79 104.32 105.65 106.30 106.30 107.76 108.80 109.40 109.70 111.14 112.00 IIJ.00 114.10 115.00 1 IS.60 11•.ss 

b4/l 1.:!X5'1/1.J::? Upper half I.S-2m 100 102.22 105.38 105.40 107.77 109.20 109.97 IIOMi 111.56 112.4S 113.14 114.00 114.30 114.50 i15.0::? I IS.OJ 115.70 � 
Lower half 1.8- 2m !02.22 IOS.38 110.10 II0.75 111.66 112.00 112.00 112.70 113.25 113.85 114.04 100 105.43 107.32 108.10 108.86 109.13 

Upper half 4,8 -Sm 100 102.22 104.29 105.70 107.45 107.60 100.08 108.74 109.97 108.99 109.65 111.40 111.80 112.00 112.27 112.60 11::?.70 

Lower half 4.8-Sm 100 102.22 104.20 !04.95 106.47 107.20 107.40 !08.08 108.76 109.47 110.17 110.66 110.80 111.20 I 1.i.74 112.10 112..65 

Mlll::?X5qJ92 Upperh!llf l.8-2m JOO 101.66 104.37 104.55 104.75 JOS.,;. 106.40 106.70 106.80 107.61 108.20 108.50 108.60 108.70 

Lower half 1.8-:?m 100 101.66 102.SO 104.00 104.10 104.58 104.63 104.70 11)4.85 105.20 105.28 !OS.SO 105,&0 106.31 

Upper half 4.8-Sm 100 101.66 103.92 104.10 104.25 104.72 105.23 IOS.40 105.00 106.00 106.25 106.40 106.70 107.01 

W'Werlwf 4.8-Sm 100 101.416 103.10 103.70 104 .. 13 104.00 104.79 104.60 104.<JO 105.!0 IOS.25 105.40 !OS.SO IOS.70 

77'115 Upper half l.8-2m 100 101.57 102.40 103.00 104.25 106.46 107.85 107.94 !08.39 108.99 109.65 

lower half J.8-2m 100 101.57 102.60 IOS.00 104.iO 105.36 106.28 107.02 107.30 107.39 107.78 

Upp,rholf 4.8-5on 100 101.57 102.70 103.40 104.40 105.73 106.41 !07.13 107.67 108.02 108.92 

Lower hllf 4.8-Sm 100 101.57 102.80 103.50 104.00 104.71 106.01 106.6S 106.93 106.98 107.24 
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from Table 2, the tension occurring throughout the trawl exploitation causes the defor
mation of net meshes, the greatest changes appearing in a preliminary period ot the 
exploitation. They are induced by straightening the fibres along the axis of a twine 
serving as a mesh side as well as by the contraction of konts. 

The magnitude of this changes will be greatly related to the kind of twine, type and 
extent of the knots contraction and to the final treatment technology. 

It is to.be stated, while analysing the measurements results from the both cruises, that 
the changes in mesh sizes of the trawl cod-ends used in the firs cruise are greater than 
those in the second one. 

Direct observations show the magnitude of mesh sizes deformation depending greatly 
on a kind and size of cod-ends covers employed. The 33/37 bottom trawl and the 
39 /70x37 /50 pelagic trawl which were both exploited in the first cruise, were equipped 
with one cover only, while two covers were supplied to the 59/88x53/66 pelagic trawl. 
Furthermore, the covers used during the first cruise were somewhat greater (more ample) 
than the cod-ends themselves. Under such circumstances the cod-end accepted in the first 
step the majority of forces resulting from the pressure of water and the mass of fish 
captured and above all those occurring wheri hauling the trawl in. 

The second set of measurements which was made in the second cruise on board of m/t 
,,Sejwal" indicates smaller changes in the mesh sizes. It results mainly from the fact that 
the cod-ends were equipped with two covers each, and the 77 /115 trawl was even given 
a third cover. The covers were tightly fitted to the cod-ends. It was also noted that the 
mesh sizes deformations were evidently related to the weight of fish in particular hauls: 
the greater the fish weight, the more marked was the increase in the mesh size. These 
changes resulted mainly from tensions occuring when hauling the cod-end in, moving it 
over and emptying it. 

The mesh sizes were measured simultaneously for the upper and lower part of the 
netting at a distance of 1,8-2,0 m and 4,8-5 ,0 m from its end. The analysis of data 
presented in Table 2 and 3 for the whole period of exploitation of trawls tested leads to 
a conclusion of much greater deformations occurring in the upper part of trawl. It is 
primarily due to the greater forces involved in this part; these forces are particularly 
effective when hauli when hauling the trawl up the slip and shifting the trawl with its 
content on the deck. 

It is taken for granted that the magnitude of forces and thus the magnitude of mesh 
deformation are closely related to the amount of fish in the cod-end. These loads may be 
additionally increased when trawling proceeds in the bad meterological conditons during 
the vessel rolling. The fact that the selection of fish occurs chiefly in the trawl upper part, 
especially in the pelagic trawling, makes the greater mesh deformations in this part 
be come more harmful. 

STRZYZEWSKI (1970) showed that in the herring fisheries approximately 87% of 
fishes entered the trawl through the upper part of its mouth. Measurements taken at 2 m 
and 5 m distances from the trawl end showed greater changes in mesh sizes occurring in 
the vicinity of the trawl end. In this part of gear the catch contributed too to the greater 



1. The exploitation conditions cause an increase, with the trawling time, in the mesh size

of the cod-ends of bottom and pelagic trawls and this in turn contributes to their

greater selectivity and to the lower fishing effects at the same time.

2. Greater tensions in the upper part of trawl result in greater deformations of the

netting dimensions. It is particularly unfavourable as far as the pelagic trawling is

ccncerned because the pelagic fishes enter the trawl mouth and the trawl itself

through jts upper part; besides the fishes escape mainly through the upper part too.

3. The fisheries protection regulations and the vessel owner's interests concentrate on the

application of nettings characterized by the stable mesh sizes. Thus it is necessary to

employ a proper technology of manufacturing and final treatment of netting.

Tensions, temperatures and time involved in the netting stabilisation should be

especially taken into consideration. The netting used at present for the manufacturing

of trawls does not seem to fulfill these requirements.
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tensions because of gathering the fish in the terminal part mainly, especially when in 

smaller amounts. 

The investigations show that the netting deformations, appearing as changes in the 

mesh sizes, are of considerable significance and the mesh sizes in the trawls exploited for 

the longest time tend to increase by as much as 19 ,8%. Such a deformation indicates at 

the same time the technology of netting production not being the best one. It appears to 

be an undesirable fact from the vessel owner's standpoint as well, since it introduces the 

gear selectivity greater than necessary and, in due course, leads to lower catches. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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Translated: mgr T. Radziejewska 

ZMIANY PRZESWITU OCZEK W JADRZE WORKOW 
WLOKOW UiYWANYCH NA TRAWLERACH B-18 

W CZASIE ICH EKSPLOATACJI 

Streszczenie 

147 

W pracy badano zmiany wielkosci przeswitu oczek w jadrze work6w wlok6w eksploatowanych na 
trawlerach zamrazalniach B-18 w PPDiUR ,,Odra" w Swinoujsciu. 

Pomiary przeswit6w oczek dokonywano przy u:i:yciu suwmiarki. Badania wykazaly, :i:e w wyniku 
eksploatacji nast�puje znaczne powi�kszenie wymiaru przeswitu oczek we worku wfok6w. Wi�ksze 
odksztalcenia wysuwily w g6mej partii wloka. 

Szczeg6fowe wyniki badan zawieraj11 tablice 1, 2 i 3 

M3MEHEHl/lH IlPOCBETA HqEEK B KYTKE TPAJIOB, IIPl/lMEHHEMblX 
HA TPAYJIEPAX E -18 BO BPEMH 1/lX 9KCI1AYATAUl/llll 

P e a JO M e 

B pa6oTe li!CCJie;ZJ;OBaHl,I li!3M6H6Hlilfl B6JI!i!qli!Hbl npocBeTa flqeeK B KyTKe CSJIL
;ZJ;HHHhlX TpanoB, aKcnnyaTMpyeli!blx Ha Tpaynepax-pe�p!i!�epaTopax B-18 B ITIUJ.� 
110:n;pa 11 :a CBYIHoycu,e. 

lllaMepeHMfl BeJili!qHHhl npocBeTa flqeeK npOBO;ZJ;Y!JIMC» B 6 KYTKax ;ZJ;OHHblX lil ne
narMqecKMX TpaxoB. 

lllaMepeHHfl npOCTBeTOB flqeeK npoBe;n;eHbl npYI IlOMOmM illTaHreHUMPKYJIH.lllCCJie
'AOBaHHH IlOKa3aJIYI, qTo B peayJI»TaTe SKCnJiyaTaUli!M Ha6nro;n;aeTCH SHaqli!TeJI»HOe 
yBeJrnqeHYie paauepa npocBBTa Hqeex !I KYTKe Tpana. Eonee 3HatrnTeJI»Hafl ;n;e
�opuaumH npOY130lliJia B BpeXHe� qaCTM KYTKa. 

Ilo,llpo6mie peaynl>TaTbl li!ccne;n;oBa:iudi npe;n;cTaBneHhl :e Ta6uuax 2 lll 3. 
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